InteleGRID for Medical Image Clinical Trials

Automate the exchange, management, and analysis of medical images and other clinical data for your medical device and pharmaceutical clinical trials

- Structured approach to data submission ensures accurate data is submitted. This approach eliminates as much of the manual data entry as possible and provides a structured user interface for your sites.

- Distribute images and clinical data to the core lab or CRO or your choice, eliminating the need to rely upon technology solutions provided by each core lab that you work with. This results in a single platform, which brings the ultimate in visibility into all activities.

- Configure your clinical trial to match the protocol and workflow designed for each project, rather than designing the protocol and trial to match the capabilities of the solution. This ensures that you continue to work and operate the way that you designed. The days of ‘pounding a square peg into a round hole’ are over.

The inteleGRID is compliant with HIPAA and 21 CFR Part 11, and fully validated for use in clinical trials.

Intelemage solutions are operational in over 5,000 global locations.

The InteleGRID manages advanced workflows including blinded reviews with adjudication and more.
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Sponsors

- Real-time visibility into all clinical trial activities, with no dependency on core lab or CRO offered technology platforms
- Standardized image submission, distribution, viewing, and archiving, all on a single secure and compliant portal

Core Labs and CROs

- Provide your clients the industries most advanced, reliable, and compliant solution for the acquisition and management of medical images and clinical data
- Integrate the InteleGRID with current viewing, assessment, and archiving solutions
- Eliminate the need to manage technical issues with clinical sites and other outside users
- Configure clinical trial in-house or utilize the professional services team at Intelemage. Either way, clinical trials will be configured and release faster than any other solution in the industry

Did You Know?

Images and Clinical Data from any Source can be Aggregated and Indexed on the InteleGRID, Creating an Image Library and Valuable Corporate Asset
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InteleGRID Capabilities List

Workflow
- Advanced review workflows including blinded reviews, adjudication, and more.
- Sophisticated e-forms including conditional logic, edit checks, and triggers.
- Multi-directional workflows triggered on custom data elements and DICOM tags.
- Standardized image submission, distribution, viewing, and archiving, all on a

Image Transport
- Configurable DICOM De-Identification prior to leaving client facility.
- High speed transport capabilities.
- Reliable and stable image transport for large data sets including automatic retries and quality checks.
- Routing to specific core labs and reviewers based upon modality or any other tag or datapoint.
- Loss-less compression

Site Submission
- Structured and organized approach, contributing to far fewer queries.
- Query management tools including reporting, configurable categories, and more.
- Pixel and DICOM De-Identification
- Electronic forms with edit checks
- Barcoded document faxing
- File conversion to DICOM

Did You Know?
InteleGRID solutions process more than just medical images and can include video, secure photos, structured data, and much more.
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InteleGRID Capabilities List

Clinical Review
- Embedded Zero-Footprint viewer
- Integrated advanced PACS viewer
- Image routing to specific folder structure
- Advanced task management

Administrator Features
- Configurable reports
- Full visibility into all activity
- User management
- Full audit trails

Electronic Forms
- Conditional Logic
- Pre-populate fields from DICOM
- Configurable edit checks
- Unlimited form types
- Integration with PACS viewer (auto-populate measurements)

Query Management
- Configurable query types
- Auto reminders
- Configurable query reports

Task Management
- Auto or manually assign tasks
- Task pools
- Blinded reviews
- Assignment queue visibility

Did You Know?
InteleGRID solutions process more than just medical images and can include video, secure photos, structured data, and much more.
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